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Instructions:
1. Attempt all questions
2. Make suitable assumptions if necessary
3. Maximum marks are shown against each question
4. Use statistical tables whenever required

Question 1 Answer the following questions [10 Marks]

1. What do mean by "Quality of Conformance" and "Quality of Performance"? Explain the
difference with suitable example.

2. What is the role of replication and repetition in design of experiment? How does it affect
the accuracy of results and analysis?

3. What is blocking? Can we do blocking for unknown and non-controllable factors? If yes,
explain it with suitable example?

4. What is the difference between Tukey's Test and Fisher's LSD? What is the overall
objective of these tests?

5. Why we do not prefer too many pair wise comparison for equality of means using t-test?
What is the alternative procedure for this?

Question 2 [5 Marks]

The production rate of spindles produced in machine A as well as in machine B follows normal
distribution. The variance of the production rate of the spindles produced using each machine is
not known. The production manager feels that the performance of machine A is not comparable
with that of machine B. To test his intuition, the quality assistance of the shop has selected 100
days' records of machine A and found that the mean and variance of the production rate of this
sample are 90 units and 16 units, respectively. Similarly, he has selected 120 days' records of
machine B and found that the mean and variance of the production rate of this sample are 85 units
and 40 units, respectively. Check the intuition of the production manager at significance level of
0.05.
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Question 3 [5 Marks]

The R&D Manager of a manufacturing firm is in a state of dilemma whether the sales revenue
(crores of rupees) is affected by Product (A), Sales region (B) and Period (C). The data as per
Latin square design are shown below:

Period (C)
1 2 3 4

Sales region (B) 1 Al=18 A2=15 A3=22 A4=lO
2 A2=20 A3=12 A4=18 Al=13
3 A3=11 A4=30 Al=9 A2=17
4 A4=18 Al=25 A2=20 A3=8

a) Write a model for this Latin square design.
b) Check whether each component of the model has effect on the sales revenue at a

significance level of 5%.

Question 4 [10 Marks]

An engineer suspects that the surface finish of a metal part is influenced by the feed rate and the
depth of cut. He selects three feed rates and four depths of cut. He then conducts a factorial
experiment and obtains the following data. Analyze the data and draw conclusions. Use a = 0.05.
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